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\ V" Applying Humility/Gentleness to Our Witness ^ ̂

-^Sharing Jesus with family, close friends and others who know us very well
Titus 3:1-8

(Thefacts ofthis introduction comefrom 9 days ago when I first wrote it)
My wife said to me this week, *T haven V heard you talk a lot aboutfantasy football, '* Actually
I have but it's mostly muttering under my breath on Sunday nights. This year, if I watch a
football game, you can be sure that that those on my fantasy teams will be doing do terrible!

This year has been a disaster for me in fantasy football IF my main goal was to win. 1 am
definitely in the bottom half of ALL of my leagues and have been in last place in each. Now I ^ -^rvT
specifically pick different players in each league to give me better odds of at least one of my
teams doing well. So you can see how incredible I was this year to pick enough'Bad players for
three whole teams! A couple weeks ago, I had one player who gave me almost 40 points - that's
really incredible in this league. But the other 9 players combined only added up to slightly
more than that giving me one of the lowest scores of the year for any team! Now it isn't all my
bad picks and poor choices. In one league, every one of my losses happened when the opposing
team had their highest score of the year - 6 straight weeks! Another record that won't be broken
soon! And in the second week, I had almost all the running backs hurt just that week -1 had 5
on my teams. Of course, I made this worse by keeping the ones who have healed slower than
projected and released those who ended up healing faster - the later ones are now on other
teams doing great and helping them beat me.

The bottom line is that I have had a lot of humiliating losses and have made many humiliating
decisions. In fact, our Yahoo leagues regularly remind me of my humiliating place. They have
a picture of a "gold cup" by the top team, a "silver cup" by the next THREE teams ~ another
three teams get a "bronze cup". What do they have by my name? A "plastic cup"! And when I
am in last place, I don't even get a plastic one! Now the shame, disgrace and embarrassment of
my Fantasy Football teams could lead me to withdraw & not want to talk with others. It could
make me grumpy & depressed. It could lead me to give up & not put any effort in for the rest of
the year. But all these losses could also bring great good into my life. It can keep me from
haughty pride & brash bragging (you losers out there). It can help me be more compassionate of
those losing when I am winning. It can teach me to keep putting effort in when things aren't
going well! Since my goal is to have fun & enjoy others, this year I'm really making others feel
better because they get to win more! ©

Today we want to look at the power of Biblical humility in more effectively witnessing to our
family and closest friends - not whiny, dejected, hide-away humiliation, but powerful,
liberating Biblical humility which takes away our ego, selfishness & worry AND opens up
relationships because we are more pleasant to be around.

PROPOSITION: Genuine Biblical humility makes our witness for Jesus more appealing - it
comes more naturally from a true view of ourselves before God AND a deeply grateful view of
God's grace to us.
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1. Examples of the importance of humility/gentleness in witnessing
When you talk to people who have witnessed to their family & closest friends over many
years, you will often hear them talk about the importance of humility in sharing the gospel.

A. Negative
Kristin said, "I wish I had been more humble towards my mother. I mean, for
crying out loud, she gave birth to me and raised me. But I badgered her about all
the things she did wrong. I gave her grief for forcing me to go to a dead church. I
wish I would have said a lot less."

Ben said, '7 did a lot ofdamage early on. I came out like gangbusters. If I had to do it
all over again, I'd listen more and try to understand my parents. I just jumped in with
answers to questions they were not asking. "

When we lack Biblical humility our attitude repels people.

B. Positive

But true biblical humility and gentleness opens up doors evon^in^teugh situations.

Don said, "I didn't respect my parents in the beginning and felt like I had every
right to talk to them with a condemning tone. After all, they treated me like dirt.
My logic was like, "you did this wrong and this wrong and this wrong. I found
Jesus anyways, despite your lousy parenting. So, now I've arrived. You need
Jesus. You need to listen to me. It was only after a pastor rebuked me and told
me I needed to respect my parents out of humility that I changed my tune." Don
is now seeing positive spiritual developments in his family. After we become
Christians and our eyes are open to eternal truth, it's easy for our excitement of having
found the truth to morph into a kind of spiritual pride and elitism. We think we have it
all together now and we want to lecture others. But respect is essential. We need to go
in humility and gentleness. We need to see the good, right and supportive things they
have done.

Donna shared about witnessing to her Buddhist son and his live-in girlfnend. She
noticed her ability to share Jesus with them increased dramatically when she stopped
lecturing her son about his moral choices and started to offer to babysit. "It was hard
for me to swallow my pride, you know, that he rejected the faith I had raised him
with, and also the values I had taught him. But he's 30 years old!" Tears were
flowing. "At some point I had to give up the idea that I could change him. I had
no control over his choices. The only thing I had control over was how I chose to
express love to him. And I worked really hard to stop lecturing him and show my
love." Donna now has started having good discussions about faith with both of them.

C. Seen in difficulty
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Sometimes the humility of our faith is only seen in really difficult times. Peter and
Cindy had a daughter who walked away from her faith in college. While they raised
her in a Christian home, her commitment to Jesus was not from the heart. She found
her professors^skepticism stronger than the pat answers she had learned as a kid. Peter
and Cindy's witness to their daughter didn't go anywhere until tragedy hit their
family. Peter and Cindy also had a son. His life was out of control because of alcohol.
At the age of only 28, being depressed and then getting drunk, he jumped off a bridge
amide his hopelessness. If you were to ask the daughter what made her rethink her
parent's faith, she would tell you it was the way they work through their son's suicide.
In the midst of overwhelming pain, they still found hope. They honestly talked about
the inner pain, but also humbly spoke of the grace of the cross. It was their humble,
yet confident faith that triumphed over any cynicism that their daughter had learned at
the University. She gave her life to the Lord one year after her brother's death.

II. Foundation for Biblical humility/gentleness Titus 3:1-8
READ Titus 3:1-2, ̂ 'Gentle" in verse two is translated "humble" in the NIV84 & New

King James translations — that's why I call it humility/gentleness in your outline. Our focus
is not a word study today, but on what can help us develop this humble gentleness to dl
types of people. All the things listed here in y 1-2 are super great - but they also are really
tough to do long term. What does God use to help us develop these transforming virtues?

A. Rightly seeing the depth of our sin and rebellion before God Titus 3:3
It starts with us rightly seeing the depth of our sin and rebellion in God's sight. READ
V 3. Starting with the personal level, these are things true of all of us. We've made
foolish decisions — we've disobeyed God - we've let us ourselves be deceived by
smooth sounding claims of our culture - and we've been enslaved to our emotions
rather than what is true & right Biblically. How many problems are in the world todaM
because we are unwilling to say too' to feelings of sinful pride, selfishness,
materialism, sexual urges, self-medicating, and wanting our lives totoe eas^^The list
then turns to how our inner attitudes hurt relationships. We regularly justify our own
failures but condemn the failures of others. We envy and struggle with bitterness - a
form of hatred. The purpose of God challenging Christians here to see the depth of our
sins is NOT so we will feel humiliated, full of shame, or withdraw from sharing the
gospel - BUT so we can develop that empowering, transformin^Biblical humility and
gentleness that will allow us to more regularly do those awesome virtues in v 1-2.

B. Equally seeing the depth and greatness of God's grace Titus 3:4-7
Biblical humility requires we equallv see and receive God's incredible grace freely
iven. It's only wban-Ayp^p the depth of our sin that we can appreciate the
awesomeness of His grace. READ v 4-7. Note how active God is in these verses: He
saved us. He washed us. He renewed us. He generously poured out the Holy Spirit
into our lives. He justified us. He showed us kindness and love. All of this generously,
freely and powerfully poured out into our lives.
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So biblical humility is to see ourselves as God sees us in Christ - hopelessly sinful but
graciously saved, rebellious yet redeemed, incapable of producing any righteousness
on our own yet empowered to do all that God calls us to do, appropriately bold yet
taking no credit for the basis of that boldness. We neither brag in our sin nor wallow
in how bad we are. Holding both sides of this actually takes our eyes off ourselves.
Biblically humble people aren't normally thinking about themselves either good or
bad - but humble people are focused on God, others and the task before us.

C. Biblical humility attracts people to the gospel Titus 3:1-2, 8
Biblical humility attracts people to the gospel. The context of v 1-2 is non-believers.
The virtues being shovm here are to those around us who are not believers in the Jesus
of the Bible. If we fall to see how lost we were and how incredibly saving God is,
we'll take credit for our salvation and push^unsaved people away. If we fail to see
that our growth as Christians is a long, hard, grace driven process we often fall short
in (such as illustrated in the call for effort in v 8)^ then we will lose patience with
those who won't turn to Jesus or remain enslaved to their bad habits. You've probably
felt this some time, "I'm trying to love my relative unconditionally but they're
making it really hard on me," Our passage is encouraging us to see that God loved
me even though I made it hard on him - so hard that it required a cross. Notice how
this helps in^^^^Jonger-lasting patience, consideration, and humble gentleness.

Now don't equate humility and gentleness with a lack of boldness. We actually WILL
be sharing Jesus more boldlv as we grow in humility because we will come to believe
more deeply in the power of the gospel message rather than our speaking abilities. I'm
encouraged by examples like Sierra who after years of witnessing to her dad asked
him point-blank, "So, dad, when you go to become a Christian? What are you
waiting for?" They were sitting in a restaurant and to her delightful surprise her
father replied, "I'm ready right now." The waiter probably thought they were simply
praying for their food but in reality Sierra's father was committing his life in simple
faith to Jesus as his Savior and Lord.

Humility attracts people to the gospel, partly because of its refreshing rarity, but
mostly because it reflects the essence of Christianity. It was humility that motivated
Jesus to leave heaven and it's the same trait that we are to imitate. Interesting, the
song of the year for country music is tit|ed "S/av humble and kind",

III. Further ways we can show humility/gentleness

what are some ways we can show humility &
gentleness in sharing our faith with our family & closest friends? We can show it in what we
say to God, in what we say to our close friends & relatives and finally in what we don V say.

A. What we say to God (John 6:44, 15:5)
How do we show humility in witnessing to ourfamily and closest friends in what we
say to God? We pray. Prayer is the ultimate expression of humility. When do most
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people pray? When they are facing an impossible situation! You and I are more
motivated to pray when we think something is impossible. Jesus told us in John 6:44
"No one can come to me unless the Father who sent me draws him." Jesus also
told all His followers, "Apart from Me you can do nothing" (John 15:5). Put those
two truths together and all evangelism requires miracles. Miracles by God to convict
of sin, draw a person to Jesus, raise spiritual interest and take off the blinders of the
demonic just to name a few. In that brochure I handed out, you will find 13 things we
can specifically pray for others who do not know Jesus - 13 miracles only God can
do. Some have used this before. I know it can get discouraging when we pray for
someone for a long time and they don't respond. Not all people will respond to Jesus
and His loving sacrifice or His unique bodily resurrection. But we persevere because
we know salvation is impossible without God's miraculous work - we know how
stubborn our human will is deep down, we know our culture doesn't look highly on
Bible-believers and we know how strongly the demonic works against it. But we have
confidence when the Bible says God desires all people to be saved - even though all
will not willingly bow their knee to Jesus - God's part in this process will not be a
problem. When we humble ourselves to pray, God always does something to give the
other person another chance to repent and believe in Jesus. When we remember this
we will pray more and worry less about our speaking abilities. Our prayers work in
two directions — they pry loose our fingers from the control we thought we had on our
relatives and they unleash more of what only God can do in the lives of our family and
closest friends.

B. What we say to our relatives (I Peter 3:15)
We can also show humility and gentleness in how we share the gospel with our family
and closest relatives. As I Peter 3:15 encourages us "always be prepared to give an
answer to everyone who asks you to give the reason for the hope that you have.
But do this with gentleness and respect*'

Sometimes we can show this humility by asking people for permission to share with
them. "Would you ever be interested in discussing spiritual things?" That's a lot
less intimidating than suddenly saying out of nowhere, "if you were to die tonight
how sure would you be that you will go to heaven." Now I love that question, but
it's best when someone is already showing spiritual interest. If the power of asking
permission to witness doesn't make sense to you, consider this.

Picture a telemarketer calling and saying, "I represent such and such aluminum
siding company and we are going to be in your neighborhood next Tuesday. We
are wondering what would be a good time for us to stop by and offer you a free
estimate on your siding." If you are like me, your answer will be "never - take me

your calling list" But let's say that you discover a short time later that some
woodpeckers have started to destroy the wood siding on your house. Your carpenter
friend tells you that your cheapest option is to get "aluminum siding." So you call the
siding company he recommends and leave a phone message. The next day they call
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you and say "I represent such and such aluminum siding company and we are
going to be in your neighborhood next Tuesday. We were wondering what would
be a good time for us to stop by and offer you a free estimate on your siding."
This time your response is totally different - "Come any time! The sooner the
better!" What's the difference? You gave them permission to call you.

We can also show humility in the way we talk about those in the news or in our
families who commit major sin. Instead of saying "I can't believe they were so
stupid," We can view the situation through our biblical understanding of the
depravity of humans. People don't have an affair, visit pom sites or hire prostitutes
because they are stupid but because their sinful. Their inner desires have enslaved
them. They need spiritual deliverance not an educational lesson. A humble response
would be something like "I can see how someone could get seduced into that kind
of mess. The temptations are strong. If it wasn't for God's grace I could easily do
something harmful like that."

Finally, there is power in the words "I don't know" as part of our answer to the
toughest questions of life. Scott's relationship with his agnostic father got
dramatically better when he stopped offering answers to his father's demand for an
explanation for all the evil and suffering in the world. In a sense, none of us can ever
totally answer that question can we? We simply don't have the total perspective of
God. NOW HEAR MB CLOSELY, I do believe it's important to offer pieces of that
answer thsiX we have personally wrestled with and discovered. But a little humility in
these areas goes a long way. The breakthrough for Scott came after the 9/11 attacks,
when he dropped the "know-it-all" answers and simply replied to his dad's challenges,
"I don't know why these things happen, dad. I wish I did." His dad admitted the
same and very fmitful conversations of faith started. All of these suggestions about
humility in our conversation assume that communication is difficult. Humility
regularly asks if what we are saying makes sense and rephrasing what they say to us to
make sure we have understood correctly.

C. What we don't say (James 1:19)
A third area that we can show humility in our witnessing is by what we don't say.
Some might assume at this point I'm going to say - don't talk about politics,
controversial issues, or sin but that isn't what humility says. Most evangelism classes
teach "what to say^" Humility adds "ask questions and then listen As James 1:19
says, "Everyone should be quick to listen, slow to speak and slow to become
angry." A Biblically humble person is NOT thinking about humility - in fact they
won't be thinking about themselves at all. They will take a real interest in what the
other person says.

This is especially hard in dealing with our family and closest friends for two reasons.
First, because are witnessing — we have a_goal to share Jesus with them. We can
get impatient listening to their non-biblical stories and opinions. Second, because they
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are family. We know them. Many times we have heard it so many times we can finish
the story or statement for them. We want to skip all the listening part and get right to
the preaching BECAUSE they are family. What can help is when we let God's grace
so FILL US so we don't need as much confirmation from the situation.

One especially important area of listening involves abuse suffered in a family. Later
their anger can lash out towards others or God who had nothing to do with it. Healing
listening is extremely helpful. I'm told by frose|npfre knowledgeable in this area that
three aspects are needed when you listenlWrst,^'compassion - it helps show empathy,
listen patiently and genuinely hurt alongside the person. Second, wisdom — it helps
you know when to steer the conversation in the direction of healing instead of
bitterness. Third, boldness - it helps you express concern that their way of working
through their pain is actually do THEM more harm than good. A number make their
identit;^ their past trauma (we want to affirm that they are far more than their abuse),
others use it as a justification to reject God's offer of grace and still others stay in
bitterness & pain because it seems to give them a measure of control over others. They
aren't doing any of these intentionally and there is no quick fix even with Jesus.
Listening with humility helps prepare the way for positive changes.

Conclusion:

Randy Newman reminded me of two pictures from sports that help us to understand this
humility God is calling us to. The first picture is the famous boxer Mohammed Ali as he .
glared down on his fallen foe Sonny Liston in 1965. Midway through the first round of the
championship bout, one punch knocked Liston to the canvas. Ali motioned for him to stand
up and resumed the fight, yelling, "Get up and fight, sucker!'* Sometimes that's how we
want to do evangelism. "Go ahead, hit me with your best shot. Throw your best question
at me - evolution? Resurrection? Evil & suffering? Contradictions in the Bible? It
doesn't matter, I've got irrefutable answers for all of them. Only a fool would
disbelieve after the barrage of my answers." Now I overstate this on purpose. But
sometimes don't we want to just overpower their opposition? Biblical humility is probably
not a part of that attitude! ©

The other picture is of Derek Redmond in the 1992 Barcelona Olympics. This was his final
chance at a medal as he had battled many injuries in his career. As he came around the last
turn of the 400 meter semi finals, his hamstring snapped and he fell to the ground. The pain
was so sharp, Redmond thought he had been shot. After everyone else had finished,
Redmond pulled himself up from the ground and limped towards the finish line, clearly in
great pain. An unknown man ran down from the stands to help, but was stopped by the
guards. He whispered something in their ear and they let him go. He came up to the runner
and put Redmond's arm around his neck and helped him hobble. It was Redmond's Dad.
The two went together to the finish line, tears of pain streaming down Redmond's face while
encouraging words were being whispered by his dad. When they crossed the finish line
together, they received a greater ovation than the runners who had just finished.
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Isn't this the picture we want to have when we share the gospel with our family and closest
friends? We are fellow limpers - we aren't the elite. We are putting our arms around injured
runners and helping them towards the finish line of the cross of Jesus Christ. We humbly
come alongside and say "it's okay, Jesus already ran the race for us. His death can heal
your wounds. He offers to forgive your sins. He's the one who can strengthen your
weaknesses. Let me point you to him. He has already rescued me."
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